Anyone who worked for André Schiffrin will remember his Dictaphone. One of the last giants of a pre-Internet—indeed pre-computer—era, André was known for his long, thoughtful letters to authors and potential authors, publishers, literary agents, scouts, and friends across the United States and much of the rest of the world. These were dictated into a handheld recorder by André as he walked through Central Park every morning on his way to the Pantheon—and later The New Press—offices. A small microcassette was deposited a couple of times a week on the desk of his reigning assistant. Using a conservative estimate—half a dozen letters three times a week over several decades—his correspondence runs to some 25,000 missives, which are in the process of being transferred to Columbia University Libraries’ publishing archive.

André Schiffrin’s correspondence offers a rich picture of late twentieth-century book publishing, as practiced by an editor with radically new ideas about what the world needed to read and radically old ideas about the way the industry ought to work. Genteel exchanges with Gustaf Bjurström, the erudite Swedish scout who sent decades’ worth of readers reports on the latest books from the Continent (and flagged Henning Mankell as worth translating), alternate with letters written to authors for whom André had ideas for new projects—as well as agents whom André perceived to be sacrificing long-standing relationships for eye-popping advances offered by the new conglomerates beginning to dominate the industry. The depth of André’s intellect is on vivid display as he corresponds with the likes of E.P. Thompson, Marguerite Duras, Edward Said, Sissela Bok, Hans Magnus Enzenberger, Willie Brandt, Barbara Ehrenreich, Noam Chomsky, Eric Hobsbawn, and, of course, Studs Terkel.

After a half-century of dictation, André was mastering Internet communication by the time of his death in December 2013. We are all grateful that he was not an early adopter.
In Memoriam

André Schiffrin
1935–2013

Founder of The New Press,
visionary editor and publisher,
progressive thinker, author, mentor,
and inspiration to many
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FIVE YEARS LATER, THE REMARKABLE PUBLISHING STORY CONTINUES . . .

The New Jim Crow: Mass Incarceration in the Age of Colorblindness

from a 3,000-copy first printing in January 2010 to 90+ weeks on the New York Times Paperback Bestseller list

- With more than 400,000 copies in print and still on indie bookseller bestseller lists across the country, The New Jim Crow should remain in stacks at the front of bookstores throughout the country.
- It is the #1 book in criminology, discrimination and racism, and in African American studies on Amazon.com.
- The New Jim Crow has been adopted in more than 600 college and law school courses, including by professors at Barnard College, Brown University, Columbia University, Ithaca College, New York University, Ohio University, Princeton University, Rutgers University, Smith College, Stanford University, George Washington University, the University of Washington, UCLA, the University of California at Berkeley, and Yale University.
- The book was cited by the judge in Floyd et al. v. City of New York et al.—the federal class action lawsuit filed against the NYPD and the City of New York that challenged the NYPD’s practice of racial profiling and unconstitutional stop-and-frisks.
- Teaching Tolerance of the Southern Poverty Law Center, in partnership with Michelle Alexander and The New Press, is developing a high-school curriculum based on The New Jim Crow. This curriculum will be freely available to all high school teachers in September 2014.
- More than 500 study groups have gathered across the country to engage with the book.
- The book is cited and Michelle Alexander is interviewed in Eugene Jarecki’s documentary The House I Live In; Matthew Pillischer’s film Broken on All Sides; and Long Distance Revolutionary, the award-winning documentary about Mumia Abu-Jamal.

An outreach coordinator has been working at The New Press since 2012 to leverage the publication of The New Jim Crow in support of the growing national movement to end mass incarceration. To learn more, please e-mail outreach@newjimcrow.com

Thank you to all of the booksellers, librarians, activists, readers, professors, students, and citizens who are working to end the New Jim Crow. We look forward to supporting your efforts.

The New Jim Crow: Mass Incarceration in the Age of Colorblindness
Michelle Alexander
Hardcover, $27.95, 978-1-59558-103-7, 304 pages
Paperback, $19.95, 978-1-59558-643-8, 336 pages
E-book, 978-1-59558-819-7
The Teaching Brain
The Evolutionary Trait at the Heart of Education

VANESSA RODRIGUEZ WITH MICHELLE FITZPATRICK

A BOLD CHALLENGE TO AND REDEFINITION OF OUR MOST BASIC UNDERSTANDING OF TEACHING—
AND LEARNING— IN CLASSROOMS AND IN LIFE

Vanessa Rodriguez has a truly original mind. Her experience, empathy, and insight have inspired and provoked me.
—DEBORAH MEIER, AUTHOR OF IN SCHOOLS WE TRUST

What is at work in the mind of a five-year-old explaining the game of tag to a new friend? What is going on in the head of a thirty-five-year-old parent showing a first-grader how to button a coat? And what exactly is happening in the brain of a sixty-five-year-old professor discussing statistics with a room full of graduate students?

While research about the nature and science of learning abounds, shockingly few insights into how and why humans teach have emerged—until now. Countering the dated yet widely held presumption that teaching is simply the transfer of knowledge from one person to another, The Teaching Brain weaves together scientific research and real-life examples to show that teaching is a dynamic interaction and an evolutionary cognitive skill that develops from birth to adulthood. With engaging, accessible prose, Harvard researcher Vanessa Rodriguez reveals what it actually takes to become an expert teacher. At a time when all sides of the teaching debate tirelessly seek to define good teaching—or even how to build a better teacher—The Teaching Brain upends the misguided premises for how we measure the success of teachers.

This game-changing analysis of how the mind teaches will transform common perceptions of one of the most essential human practices (and one of the most hotly debated professions), charting a path forward for teachers, parents, and anyone seeking to better understand learning—and unlocking the teaching brain in all of us.

Vanessa Rodriguez, a researcher at the Harvard Graduate School of Education, was a middle-school humanities teacher in the New York City public schools for over ten years. She lives in Cambridge, Massachusetts. Michelle Fitzpatrick is a writer and educator who has co-authored numerous books on women's health, psychology, sexuality, and education. She lives in Massachusetts.

Features:
• The evolutionary development of the teaching brain in all of us
• A nuanced explanation of the research behind the learning brain
• Skill scales that explain teacher development
• A full chapter of questions to understand and assess your teaching brain
Digital Disconnect
How Capitalism Is Turning the Internet Against Democracy

ROBERT W. McCHESNEY

A thorough and alarming critique of the corruption of one of the most influential inventions in human history.
—PUBLISHERS WEEKLY, STARRED REVIEW

Indispensable reading.
—GAR ALPEROVITZ, AUTHOR OF WHAT THEN MUST WE DO?

Once again, McChesney stands at the crossroads of media dysfunction and the denial of democracy, illuminating the complex issues involved and identifying a path forward to try to repair the damage. Here’s hoping the rest of us have the good sense to listen this time.
—ERIC ALTERMAN

September
Paperback, 978-1-62097-031-7
E-book, 978-1-59558-891-3
$18.95 / $22.95 CAN
5 1/2” x 8 1/2”, 320 pages
Media/Journalism
(Hardcover edition: 978-1-59558-867-8)

No one knows this field better than McChesney, and with this book he has reached the pinnacle.
—MATTHEW ROTHSCHILD, EDITOR OF THE PROGRESSIVE

Hailed as “important” (Truthdig) and praised for its “excellent insight” (Patricia J. Williams, The Nation), Digital Disconnect, by activist and “exemplary public intellectual” (Choice) Robert W. McChesney, skewers the assumption that a society drenched in information in a digital age is inherently a democratic one.

A prescient examination of the relationship between the Internet and the economy—one that has become even more relevant since its publication in hardcover—the book argues that capitalism’s colonization of the Internet has spurred the collapse of credible journalism and made it an unparalleled apparatus for government and corporate surveillance.

“A provocative and far-reaching account of how capitalism has shaped the Internet in the United States” (Kirkus Reviews) and “an excellent analysis of the problem where a medium with the capacity to empower people is itself becoming a tool of social control” (Daily Kos), Digital Disconnect is both a groundbreaking critique of the Internet and an urgent call to reclaim the democratizing potential of the digital revolution while we still can.

Robert W. McChesney is the Gutgsell Endowed Professor in the Department of Communication at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. He is the author of several books on the media, including the award-winning Rich Media, Poor Democracy and Communication Revolution (both available from The New Press). He lives in Champaign, Illinois.
Noontide Toll
Stories

ROMESH GUNESEKERA

A SUPERB COLLECTION OF STORIES SET IN THE AFTERMATH OF THE SRI LANKAN CIVIL WAR, FROM THE BOOKER PRIZE-NOMINATED “MASTER STORYTELLER” (THE NEW YORK TIMES)

[Romesh Gunesekera's] Monkfish Moon strikes the reader like a hammer blow. . . . Gunesekera's subtly erotic prose animates Sri Lanka's natural luxuriance, veined with menace.

—VOICE LITERARY SUPPLEMENT

The driver's job is to stay in control behind the wheel and that is all. The past is what you leave as you go. There is nothing more to it.

Vasantha retired early, bought himself a van with his savings, and now works as a driver for hire. As he drives through Sri Lanka, carrying aid workers, businessmen, and families, and meeting lonely soldiers and eager hoteliers, he engages them with self-deprecating wit and folksy wisdom—and reveals for us their uncertain lives.

On his journey from the army camps in northern Jaffna to the moonlit ramparts of Galle, in the south, he begins to discover the depth of the problems of the past—his own and his country's—and the promise the future might hold.

From the writer praised by The Guardian for the "vivid originality" of his vision, here is a wonderful collection—perceptive, somber, finely tuned—which draws a potent portrait of postwar Sri Lanka and the ghosts of civil war.

Romesh Gunesekera is the author of eight highly acclaimed works, including Reef, which was shortlisted for the Booker Prize and The Guardian Fiction Prize; The Sandglass, winner of the BBC Asia Award; The Match; and the collection of stories Monkfish Moon, a New York Times notable book (all available from The New Press). He lives in London.

Praise for Romesh Gunesekera's books:

Revelatory and unique.
—THE NEW YORKER

Full of the uncertain sadness of exiles and dreamers . . . Gunesekera's characters become memorable emblems of solitude and despair.
—VOGUE

An enchanting, endlessly funny and affecting novel . . . truly exquisite.
—SAN FRANCISCO CHRONICLE

A sensuous feast of delight, incessantly pleasurable to read . . . A book to be slowly savoured, page by page.
—THE TIMES (LONDON)
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Fiction
Kids for Cash
Two Judges, Thousands of Children, and a $2.8 Million Kickback Scheme

WILLIAM ECENBARGER

A gripping story, too unbelievable to be fiction.
—FOREWORD REVIEWS

A colorful and gripping account of the two judges’ corruption and downfall. This book is a page-turner.
—PENNSYLVANIA LAWYER

William Ecenbarger’s Kids for Cash takes the reader deep inside a profoundly flawed legal system, revealing the twisted and haunted realities of America’s juvenile justice system.
—PALO VERDE VALLEY TIMES

A well-researched, insightful exposé of corruption in the juvenile justice system: a must-read for those interested in social justice, court reform, and children’s rights.
—CITIZENS VOICE
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A harrowing tale, lucidly told.
—THE NEW YORK TIMES BOOK REVIEW

From the Pulitzer Prize-winning Philadelphia Inquirer reporter William Ecenbarger comes the exposé of a shocking scandal that ruined thousands of young lives—in paperback for the first time. As the Boston Globe wrote, “The story is incredible: Thousands of children wrongfully sentenced to juvenile detention centers, many without legal representation and after cursory hearings, by two rogue judges in northern Pennsylvania who received millions of dollars in bribes from the private institutions’ owners.” The story has all the elements of a true-crime legal thriller—mafia connections, colorful characters, corruption—and was made into a documentary of the same title, released in theaters in 2014. The Philadelphia Review of Books called the story “harrowing,” Library Journal called it “shocking,” and the Pittsburgh Tribune called it “heartbreaking.”

When it was first released, Kids for Cash brought the story to national attention, where it has stayed ever since. As the Philadelphia Inquirer pointed out, this is the “worst stain on Pennsylvania, a state with more than its share of stains. . . . Bill Ecenbarger offers a detail-packed, sickening account of the scandal and its impact. Anyone caring about courts, justice, or children should read it.”

William Ecenbarger was part of a Philadelphia Inquirer reporting team awarded a Pulitzer Prize for their coverage of the Three Mile Island nuclear accident. Once an international correspondent for Reader’s Digest, he has been published in the Washington Post, the Los Angeles Times, Smithsonian Magazine, Esquire, Audubon, and other leading publications. He is the author of Walkin’ the Line and lives in Hershey, Pennsylvania.
Remembering Jim Crow
African Americans Tell About Life in the Segregated South

EDITED BY WILLIAM H. CHAFE, RAYMOND GAVINS, AND ROBERT KORSTAD

WITH A NEW PREFACE BY THE EDITORS

A landmark book.
—PUBLISHERS WEEKLY, “THE YEAR IN BOOKS”

Praised as “viscerally powerful” (Publishers Weekly), this remarkable work of oral history captures the searing experience of the Jim Crow years—enriched by memories of individual, family, and community triumphs and tragedies. In vivid, compelling accounts, men and women from all walks of life tell how their day-to-day lives were subjected to profound and unrelenting racial oppression. At the same time, Remembering Jim Crow is a testament to how black Southerners fought back against the system—raising children, building churches and schools, running businesses, and struggling for respect in a society that denied them the most basic rights. The result is a powerful story of individual and community survival and an important part of the American past that is crucial for us to remember.

Based on interviews collected by the Behind the Veil Project at Duke University’s Center for Documentary Studies, this landmark in African American oral history is now available in an affordable paperback edition and, for the first time, as an e-book with audio.

William H. Chafe is a professor emeritus of history and the Alice Mary Baldwin Professor of History emeritus at Duke University’s Sanford School of Public Policy and the author of multiple books. Raymond Gavins is a professor of history at Duke University and the author of The Perils and Prospects of Southern Black Leadership. Robert Korstad is an associate professor of public policy studies and history at Duke University and the author of two books. Chafe, Gavins, and Korstad are project directors of Behind the Veil. They live in Durham, North Carolina.

A shivering dose of reality and inspiring stories of everyday resistance.
—LIBRARY JOURNAL

A multimedia triumph.
—KANSAS CITY STAR

Remembering Slavery: African Americans Talk About Their Personal Experiences of Slavery and Emancipation
Edited by Ira Berlin, Marc Favreau, and Steven F. Miller
Paperback w/CD, $29.95, 978-1-59558-228-1
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Republic of Outsiders
The Power of Amateurs, Dreamers, and Rebels
ALISSA QUART

[Quart’s] careful reporting and vividly rendered characters make the book a vital, engaging read.
—PSYCHOLOGY TODAY

Instructive for those who do creative work, and even for people who are trying to engage in any kind of meaningful self-definition: Don’t always accept other people’s categories. You can always make your own.
—FAST COMPANY

With brief but telling glimpses of the many people she interviews, the author makes connections that wouldn’t otherwise be obvious . . . a liberating vision of interlocking subcultures.
—COLUMBUS DISPATCH

Quart’s gift as a writer is her ability to report on the experiences of ordinary people, following their realistically messy lives for years, offering us vivid portraits that are profoundly humane.
—THE NEW YORK TIMES BOOK REVIEW

This “groundbreaking study of the increasing influence of cultural outsiders” (The Philadelphia Inquirer) is “at once an ode to the underrepresented and a reporting tour de force” (The Writer). Alissa Quart, “one of the smartest cultural interpreters of her generation” (Susan Cain, author of Quiet), introduces us to those who have created new ways to keep themselves sane, fulfilled, and, on occasion, paid. Republic of Outsiders is the story of Americans who, freed of middlemen and armed with new technology, are able to make their unusual ideas go viral and disrupt the status quo. They include amateur filmmakers who crowdsource their work, scientists developing artificial meat, neurodiverse activists, and “alternative” bankers. These outsiders create and package new identities (a process Quart dubs “identity innovation”). They push the boundaries of who they—and we—can be.

Excerpted in O Magazine and The Nation, given a starred review in Publishers Weekly, chosen as a Flavorwire “must read,” and placed on the “brilliant highbrow” quadrant of New York’s Approval Matrix, Republic of Outsiders also was praised by Douglas Rushkoff, author of Present Shock, as “an essential account of how and why fringe activism has become central to our culture and politics in a digital age.”

Only One Thing Can Save Us
Why Our Country Needs a New Kind of Labor Movement
THOMAS GEOGHEGAN

FROM THE AUTHOR OF THE LABOR CLASSIC WHICH SIDE ARE YOU ON?, A GALVANIZING ARGUMENT FOR REVITALIZING AMERICAN UNIONS AND SAVING THE MIDDLE CLASS

Which Side Are You On? is one of the finest nonfiction books by a contemporary author I've ever read. It's incredibly informative, frequently moving, loaded with fresh insights, and often laugh-out-loud funny. A delightful book about the labor movement: it sounds like an oxymoron, but in Geoghegan's case it's an accomplishment.
—HENDRIK HERTZBERG, NEWYORKER.COM

Is labor's day over or is labor the only real answer for our time? In this new book, National Book Critics Circle Award finalist and labor lawyer Thomas Geoghegan argues that even as organized labor seems to be crumbling, a revived—but different—labor movement is more relevant than ever in our increasingly unequal society.

The inequality reshaping the country goes beyond money and income: the workplace is more authoritarian than ever. He tells us stories, sometimes humorous but more often chilling, about problems working people like his own clients—cabdrivers, cashiers, even Chicago public school teachers—now face in our largely union-free economy. He then explains why a new kind of labor movement (and not just more higher education) will be crucial for saving what is left of the middle class; pushing Keynes's original, sometimes forgotten ideas for getting the rich to invest and reduce our balance of trade; and promoting John Dewey's "democratic way of life"—one that would start in the schools and continue in our places of work.

A "public policy" book that is compulsively readable, Only One Thing Can Save Us is vintage Geoghegan, blending acerbic, witty commentary with unparalleled insight into the real dynamics (and human experience) of working in America today.

Thomas Geoghegan is a Chicago labor lawyer and the author of books including the National Book Critics Circle Award finalist Which Side Are You On?, In America’s Court, See You in Court, and Were You Born on the Wrong Continent? (all available from The New Press).

Praise for Thomas Geoghegan's books:

Most diverting ... [Geoghegan] has the great virtue of being witty and ironic—and to the point. . . . A necessary primer.
—JUREK MARTIN, FINANCIAL TIMES

Clever and immensely appealing.
—KATHA POLLITT, THE NATION

Quirky, brilliant. . . . Inspiring . . . unparalleled in the literature of American labor.
—THE NEW YORK TIMES

A brilliant book.
—THE WASHINGTON POST

Delightful reading.
—BARBARA EHRENREICH

So skilfully written, so witty—and so scathing—that it seems bound to grip even those who find the labor movement boring.
—BUSINESSWEEK
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Will the Circle Be Unbroken?
Reflections on Death, Rebirth, and Hunger for a Faith

STUDS TERKEL

WITH AN INTRODUCTION BY JANE GROSS

Terrifying, moving, painful, and redemptive. . . . Terkel provides us with [a] community, and . . . there is solace in knowing, at least for now, that we are not alone.
—CHICAGO TRIBUNE

One of Studs Terkel's most important oral histories, *Will the Circle Be Unbroken?* turns to the ultimate human experience—that of death. Called “extraordinary . . . a work of insight, wisdom, and freshness” by the *Seattle Times* when it was first published fifteen years ago, the book explores—with unrivaled compassion and wisdom—the indelible variety of reactions to mortality and the experience of death and the possibility of life afterward. Here a wide range of people addresses the unknowable culmination of our lives and its impact on the way we live, with memorable grace and poignancy. Included in this remarkable treasury of oral history are Terkel's interviews with such famed figures as Kurt Vonnegut and Ira Glass as well as with a range of ordinary people, from policemen and firefighters to emergency health workers and nurses, who confront death in their everyday lives.

Whether with a Hiroshima survivor or an AIDS caseworker, a death-row parolee or a woman who emerged from a two-year coma, these interviews offer tremendous eloquence as they deal with a topic many are reluctant to discuss openly and freely. Rich, moving, and inspiring, *Will the Circle Be Unbroken?* is a stunning capstone to Terkel's extraordinary career.

*Studs Terkel* (1912–2008) was the bestselling author of twelve books of oral history, including *Hope Dies Last, Working, Race,* and the Pulitzer Prize-winning “The Good War” (all available from *The New Press*). *Jane Gross* is the founding blogger of the hugely popular “*The New Old Age*” blog at the New York Times, where she has been a correspondent for nearly thirty years. She is the author of the acclaimed book *A Bittersweet Season: Caring for Our Aging Parents—and Ourselves. She lives in New York.*
Bordered Lives
Transgender Portraits from Mexico

KIKE ARNAL
WITH AN INTRODUCTION BY SUSAN STRYKER

A BEAUTIFULLY PHOTOGRAPHED EXPLORATION OF WHAT IT IS TO BE TRANSGENDER IN MEXICO

Profiles include:

• A student and activist who was rejected by his parents when he decided to transition to a man
• A trans-activist with a college degree supporting her family through sex work
• The first transsexual couple to be married in Mexico

Devastating.
—SAN FRANCISCO CHRONICLE ON KIKE ARNAL’S IN THE SHADOW OF POWER

A richly evocative collection of photographs by internationally renowned photographer Kike Arnal, Bordered Lives seeks to push back against the transphobic caricatures that have perpetuated discrimination against the transgender community in Mexico. Despite some important advances in recognizing and protecting the rights of its transgender community, including legislating against hate crimes targeting transgender people, discrimination still persists, and the majority of the violent attacks against the LGBT community are against transgender women.

In the highly personal profiles that make up Bordered Lives, Arnal takes us into the lives of seven individuals in and around Mexico City. He shows them going about their day-to-day lives: getting ready in the morning, interacting with family and friends, and devoting their lives to helping others in the transgender community.

Deeply honest, sensitive, and humane, Bordered Lives challenges society’s preconceived notions of sexuality, gender, and beauty not only in Mexico but across the globe.

Originally from Venezuela and now based in the San Francisco Bay Area, Kike Arnal has covered stories in the Americas, the Middle East, Asia, and Europe. His photographs have been featured in the New York Times, Life, and Mother Jones, among other leading publications. Arnal’s photographs of Washington, D.C., have been collected in In the Shadow of Power, with an introduction by Ralph Nader. Susan Stryker is director of the Institute for LGBT Studies and associate professor of gender and women’s studies at the University of Arizona. She lives in Tucson.
Lyudmila and Natasha
Russian Lives

MISHA FRIEDMAN

WITH AN INTRODUCTION BY JEFF SHARLET

FROM THE CELEBRATED DOCUMENTARY PHOTOGRAPHER, A COLLECTION OF PHOTOS THAT POWERFULLY CAPTURE THE INTIMACY OF A RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN TWO WOMEN IN RUSSIA

Love is understanding, respect. Love is everything. Without love a person is dead. It’s happiness, it’s sorrow, it’s laughter, it’s tears. It lives right here, where the soul is, a little blob, that’s where love lives.
—FROM LYUDMILA AND NATASHA

The photojournalist Misha Friedman is renowned for his efforts to capture life in contemporary Russia, documenting subjects as varied as political corruption, the dangers of coal mining, the tuberculosis epidemic, and the Bolshoi Ballet. In publications ranging from the New York Times, the Washington Post, Time, and the New Yorker, Friedman’s grimly evocative black-and-white images—“intimate, behind-the-scenes photos” (Time)—have been credited with capturing moments of intense pathos, bleak existence, and human dignity. He has received multiple international awards for his “unflinching” lens and his intrepid reporting.

For his new collection of photographs, Lyudmila and Natasha, Friedman trains his lens on a gay couple living in Saint Petersburg, offering a series of intimate snapshots of their relationship as it unfolds over the course of a year. Faced with a hostile political climate, financial difficulties, and often unstable living arrangements, the subjects of this stunning book reveal the possibilities for love in the most uncertain of times. With the fabled city of Saint Petersburg as its backdrop, Lyudmila and Natasha powerfully evokes both a vital place and the people who call it home.

Misha Friedman is an award-winning documentary photographer who has worked for various NGOs, including Médecins Sans Frontières, in Uganda, Nigeria, India, and Darfur. His photographs have appeared in the New York Times, the Los Angeles Times, and the New Yorker, among other publications. He lives in New York City.

Jeff Sharlet is an acclaimed journalist and the author of Sweet Heaven When I Die and The Family. He lives in Hanover, New Hampshire.
Eleanor Roosevelt was terrified of speaking in public at first, and her high-pitched voice could sail off uncontrollably. Yet she became one of the most effective speakers of her time.

—DAVID McCULLOUGH

On December 7, 1941, as a stunned nation gathered around the radio to hear the latest about Pearl Harbor, Eleanor Roosevelt was preparing for her weekly Sunday evening national radio program. At 6:45 p.m., listeners to the NBC Blue network heard the First Lady’s calm, measured voice explain that the president was conferring with his top advisors to address the crisis. It was a remarkable broadcast. With America on the verge of war, the nation heard first not from their president, but from his wife.

Eleanor Roosevelt’s groundbreaking career as a professional radio broadcaster is almost entirely forgotten. As First lady, she hosted a series of prime time programs that revolutionized how Americans related to their chief executive and his family. Now The First Lady of Radio rescues these broadcasts from the archives, presenting a carefully curated sampling of transcripts of Roosevelt’s most famous and influential radio shows, edited and set into context by award-winning author and radio producer Stephen Drury Smith. With a foreword by Roosevelt’s famed biographer, historian Blanche Wiesen Cook, The First Lady of Radio is both a historical treasure and a fascinating window onto the power and the influence of a pioneering First Lady.

Stephen Drury Smith is the executive editor and host of American RadioWorks® (ARW). He is also the host of NPR’s Bright Ideas. Smith and ARW have been awarded the duPont-Columbia University Gold and Silver Batons. Smith is the co-editor of three books—Say It Plain, Say it Loud, and After the Fall—all available from The New Press. He lives in St. Paul, Minnesota. Blanche Wiesen Cook is Distinguished Professor of History at John Jay College in the City University of New York and the author of Eleanor Roosevelt. She lives in New York.
Our Daily Poison
From Pesticides to Packaging, How Chemicals Have Contaminated the Food Chain and Are Making Us Sick

MARIE-MONIQUE ROBIN

TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH BY
ALLISON SCHEIN AND LARA VERGNAUD

FROM THE PRIZEWINNING AUTHOR OF THE WORLD ACCORDING TO MONSANTO, A SHOCKING ACCOUNT OF THE DANGEROUS CHEMICAL COMPOUNDS THAT HAVE INFILTRATED OUR FOOD CHAIN

Terrifying . . . [Robin] conducts her investigation with an Olympian calm and reveals deep structural problems.
—L’EXPRESS

Over the last thirty years, we have seen an increase in rates of cancer, neurodegenerative disease, reproductive disorders, and diabetes, particularly in developed countries. At the same time, since the end of World War II approximately 100,000 synthetic chemical molecules have invaded our environment—and our food chain. In Our Daily Poison, award-winning journalist and documentary filmmaker Marie-Monique Robin investigates the links between these two concerning trends, revealing how corporate interests and our ignorance may be costing us our lives.

The result of a rigorous two-year-long investigation that took Robin across North America, Europe, and Asia, Our Daily Poison documents the many ways in which we encounter a shocking array of chemicals in our everyday lives—from the pesticides that blanket our crops to the additives and plastics that contaminate our food—and their effects on our bodies over time. Gathering as evidence scientific studies, testimonies of international regulatory agencies, and interviews with farm workers suffering from acute chronic poisoning, Robin makes a compelling case for action.

Marie-Monique Robin is an award-winning French journalist and filmmaker. She received the 1995 Albert-Londres Prize, awarded to investigative journalists in France. The author of The World According to Monsanto (The New Press), she lives outside Paris. Allison Schein holds master’s degrees in French language and civilization and French–English literary translation from New York University. She lives in New York City. Lara Vergnaud holds a graduate diploma in specialized English–French translation from the University of Lyon 2 in France and a master’s degree in French–English literary translation from New York University. She lives in New York City.

Praise for Marie-Monique Robin’s The World According to Monsanto:

No one who cares for their freedom and health can afford to ignore this very important book.
—VANDANA SHIVA, AUTHOR OF EARTH DEMOCRACY AND STOLEN HARVEST

A truly eye-opening view of how American business-as-usual really works.
—DAILY KOS

An alarming and uncompromising investigation.
—LE MONDE

The World According to Monsanto: Pollution, Corruption, and the Control of Our Food Supply
Marie-Monique Robin
Paperback, 519.95, 978-1-59558-709-1
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Transforms the percentages and media figures you frequently hear into a form you can see and drawings you can grasp.

—NEW YORK DAILY NEWS

Sort of a Demographics 101 and Sociology 101 presented on a single large sheet of paper.

—SAN FRANCISCO EXAMINER

There is a crippling lack of information . . . with regard to some of the basic facts of the American socioeconomic system. This attractive poster goes a long way toward remedying that deficiency.

—ROBERT HEILBRONER
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Ingenious design. . . . A bleak, statistically meticulous, and even-tempered presentation of trends that ought to alarm anyone.

—THE NEW YORK TIMES BOOK REVIEW

Generations of educators, organizers, and activists have relied on this brilliantly designed book-and-poster set, originally published in 1979, to illustrate the magnitude of America’s economic divide. Today, income inequality is at an all-time high, and awareness of the issue is growing proportionately. The financial crisis of 2008 changed the economic picture for all Americans and helped the richest among us grow their holdings, even as income for the rest of us has remained stagnant.

Folded inside the companion booklet, the now-iconic poster depicts color-coded figures that make it possible to compare social groups at a glance and to understand how income distribution relates to race, sex, education, and occupation. For the first time ever, the poster has been redesigned to represent the level of educational attainment among American social classes. The booklet shows how to make the most of the poster in the classroom and beyond and reveals the seismic changes in America’s social landscape over the past few decades with respect to who owns what, who earns what, who works where, and who lives with whom.

This much-anticipated update of the “eye-opening” (Chicago Tribune) presentation of American society, drawn from the 2012 Current Population Survey of the U.S. Census, will be an essential resource and a touchstone for the current debates over education, inequality, poverty, and jobs in our country.

Stephen J. Rose is a senior economics fellow at Third Way: A Strategy Center for Progressives. He previously served in a number of research and policy positions at the Department of Labor, the National Commission for Employment Policy, the Joint Economic Committee of Congress, and the Educational Testing Service. He lives in Washington, D.C.
Liberated Lawyering
How Lawyers Can Change the World

THERESA AMATO

AN ESSENTIAL PRACTICAL GUIDE FOR THE IDEALISTIC LAWYER AND A PRESCRIPTION FOR THE LEGAL PROFESSION

Amato has had a busy career in twenty years as a public interest lawyer working on some of the most dramatic and important issues of our time.

—RICK PERLSTEIN, THE NATION

How is it possible that, with a glut of lawyers in America, so many of our country's legal needs go unmet? In Liberated Lawyering, Theresa Amato, executive director of Citizen Works and founder of the Citizen Advocacy Center, shows how to realign supply with demand.

In a practical, no-nonsense guide to changing the way the legal profession creates lawyers in order to address the tens of millions with unmet legal needs, Amato explains why lawyers must reform themselves from serving corporate America to serving the "99 percent." She shares a concise, nuts-and-bolts self-help manual for lawyers and law students and describes how law schools and the profession can create more public interest jobs to assist those with no access to counsel.

A stirring and refreshing call for would-be and disenchanted lawyers to rethink their careers, Liberated Lawyering encourages and teaches entrepreneurial lawyers how to navigate the legal landscape that needs them and shows the profession how to redirect the talents of its members to solve the pressing problems and public interests of all of us.

An award-winning public interest lawyer, Theresa Amato was named by American Lawyer as one of forty-five public sector lawyers whose work is changing lives. She is founder of the Citizen Advocacy Center and the author of Grand Illusion (The New Press). She lives with her family in Oak Park, Illinois.
The End of the Rainbow
How Educating for Happiness—Not Success—Would Transform Our Schools

SUSAN ENGEL

A LEADING EDUCATOR AND PSYCHOLOGIST OFFERS A BOLD REFRAMING OF THE VERY PURPOSE OF EDUCATION

Where education was meant to open many kinds of doors, it now is focused on opening only one door: the door that leads to money. As we have expanded the group entitled to an education, we have shrunk the goals of education.

—FROM THE END OF THE RAINBOW

Amid the hype of Race to the Top, online experiments such as Khan Academy, and bestselling books like The Sandbox Investment, we seem to have drawn a line that leads from nursery school along a purely economic route, with money as the final stop. But what price do we all pay for the increasingly singular focus on wage as the outcome of education? Susan Engel, a leading psychologist and educator, argues that this economic framework has had a profound impact not only on the way we think about education but also on what happens inside school buildings.

The End of the Rainbow asks what would happen if we changed the implicit goal of education and imagines how different things would be if we made happiness, rather than money, the graduation prize. Drawing on psychology, education theory, and a broad range of classroom experiences across the country, Engel offers a fascinating alternative view of what education might become: teaching children to read books for pleasure and self-expansion and encouraging collaboration. All of these new skills, she argues, would not only cultivate future success in the world of work but also would make society as a whole a better, happier place.

Accessible to parents and teachers alike, The End of the Rainbow will be the beginning of a new, more vibrant public conversation about what the future of American education should look like.

Susan Engel is a professor of developmental psychology at Williams College, where she is also the founder and director of the Williams Program in Teaching. She is the author of four previous books, The Stories Children Tell, Context Is Everything, Real Kids, and Red Flags or Red Herrings? She lives in New Marlborough, Massachusetts.

Praise for Susan Engel’s Red Flags or Red Herrings?:

The perfect antidote to the high anxiety that pervades parenting these days.
—EDWARD HALLOWELL, AUTHOR OF THE CHILDHOOD ROOTS OF ADULT HAPPINESS

A technically thoughtful and beautifully written book.
—JEROME S. BRUER, NYU PROFESSOR OF PSYCHOLOGY AND AUTHOR OF THE PROCESS OF EDUCATION

A liberating book.
—ROGER A. HART, PROFESSOR OF ENVIRONMENTAL AND DEVELOPMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY, THE GRADUATE CENTRE OF THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK

A compassionate guide for parents and educators.
—KIRKUS REVIEWS

Insightful . . . the author knows her stuff and is a wonderful storyteller.
—PUBLISHERS WEEKLY
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Equal Means Equal
Why the Time for an Equal Rights Amendment Is Now

JESSICA NEUWIRTH
WITH AN INTRODUCTION BY GLORIA STEINEM

The time is right for the ERA and a new movement of women and men, Democrats and Republicans alike, to put this fundamental right into our Constitution. *Equal Means Equal* clearly and eloquently lays out the issues at stake and will be an essential tool for the movement.

—CONGRESSWOMAN CAROLYN MALONEY

Supporters of the new Coalition for the ERA include:

Tyne Daly
Eve Ensler
Sally Field
Jane Fonda
Lesley Gore
Alyson Hannigan
Carol Jenkins
Catharine MacKinnon
Robin Morgan
Lynn Nottage
Jada Pinkett-Smith
Joss Whedon
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I would like in my lifetime to see women get fired up about the Equal Rights Amendment.

—JUSTICE RUTH BADER GINSBURG

When the Equal Rights Amendment was first passed by Congress in 1972, Richard Nixon was president and *All in the Family*’s Archie Bunker was telling his feisty wife Edith to stifle it. Over the course of the next ten years, an initial wave of enthusiasm led to ratification of the ERA by thirty-five states, just three short of the thirty-eight states needed by the 1982 deadline. Many of the arguments against the ERA that historically stood in the way of ratification have gone the way of bouffant hairdos and Bobby Riggs, and a new Coalition for the ERA was recently set up to bring the experience and wisdom of old-guard activists together with the energy and social media skills of a new-guard generation of women.

In a series of short, accessible chapters looking at several key areas of sex discrimination recognized by the Supreme Court, *Equal Means Equal* tells the story of the legal cases that inform the need for an ERA, along with contemporary cases in which women’s rights are compromised without the protection of an ERA. Covering topics ranging from pay equity and pregnancy discrimination to violence against women, *Equal Means Equal* makes abundantly clear that an ERA will improve the lives of real women living in America.

The founder of the international women’s rights organization Equality Now, Jessica Neuwirth is the former director of the New York branch of the Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights. She lives in New York City. Gloria Steinem is an American feminist, journalist, and social and political activist who became nationally recognized as a leader of, and media spokeswoman for, the women’s liberation movement in the 1960s and 1970s. She lives in New York.
The Other Side of the Story
How Other Countries View Conflicts with the United States, as Seen Through Their History Textbooks

KYLE WARD

IN THE TRADITION OF KYLE WARD’S ACCLAIMED HISTORY LESSONS AND HISTORY IN THE MAKING, AN EYE-OPENING ACCOUNT OF WHAT IT FEELS LIKE TO GO TO WAR AGAINST AMERICA

Ultimately, the war was lost by the British rather than won by the Americans, and it was lost to the American landscape as much as to the Americans. . . . British defeat was not inevitable.
—FROM A RECENT BRITISH TEXTBOOK ABOUT THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION

Historian and educator Kyle Ward has introduced readers to a breathtaking range of new perspectives on the American past in a series of books on the world’s history textbooks. Cleverly juxtaposing excerpts from different textbooks, he demonstrates how the same accounts of the past can be viewed in strikingly different ways, offering a glimpse into the cultural and political biases that every nation clings to.

In this exciting new book, Ward focuses on the episodes of sharp conflict between the United States and its various antagonists throughout history. The Other Side of the Story looks at slavery from Liberian and Nigerian perspectives, the British account of the American Revolution, and French and Spanish views of the Louisiana Purchase. Other chapters offer perspectives on the War of 1812, the Texas Revolution, the Spanish-American War, the Cuban Missile Crisis, Nixon’s visit to China, and the Iran hostage crisis, all from the point of view of our enemies at the time.

Each chapter includes substantial excerpts from overseas history textbooks, supplemented by information on school curricula as well as rich descriptions of how teachers discuss these topics in their high school history classes around the world. At a moment of profound uncertainty and change in the United States’ role in global affairs, here is a book that will challenge Americans’ insular worldview and offer a new way of understanding how other nations see us.

Kyle Ward is an associate professor and the Director of Social Studies Education at St. Cloud State University and has taught at both the high school and university level. He is the author of History in the Making and co-author, with Dana Lindaman, of History Lessons (both available from The New Press). He lives in Terre Haute, Indiana.

Praise for Kyle Ward’s History Lessons:

History Lessons makes available to American readers a fascinating assortment of perspectives on our past from other countries. This gives Americans a refreshing way to break out of the ethnocentric cocoon within which our high school American history textbooks swaddle us.
—JAMES LOEWEN, BESTSELLING AUTHOR OF LIES MY TEACHER TOLD ME

A provocative, timely, and surprisingly readable book.
—THE WASHINGTON POST BOOK WORLD

Shocking and fascinating.
—THE NEW YORK TIMES
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Did you know?

Social Security cannot and will not “go broke.” And Social Security does not—and by law cannot—add a penny to the nation’s debt.

A three-decade long, billionaire-funded campaign is working to undermine confidence in Social Security’s future and cut your earned benefits.

Poll after poll shows Americans overwhelmingly united in their support for Social Security, from the most conservative Tea Partiers to the most liberal union members.

Two-thirds of today’s workers face a retirement income crisis.

Social Security provides retirement income more efficiently, fairly, universally, and securely than any private arrangement does or ever could.

Social Security is the nation’s largest children’s program.

A twenty-year-old worker has a more than one-in-four chance of becoming disabled and a roughly one-in-eight chance of dying before reaching age sixty-seven.

Two-thirds of seniors receive half or more of their annual income from Social Security.

Social Security spends less than one cent of every dollar on administration.

The most important insurance that most young families have is Social Security, which provides the equivalent of more than $550,000 in life insurance and $580,000 in disability insurance for a thirty-year-old worker earning around $30,000 and married with two young children.

Social Security lifts over 22 million Americans out of poverty.
Social Security Works!
Why Social Security Isn’t Going Broke and How Expanding It Will Help Us All

NANCY ALTMAN AND ERIC KINGSON

Social Security Works! puts expanding Social Security front and center on the national agenda, where it belongs. Everyone who has a stake in the debate should read this important book.

—SENATOR BERNIE SANDERS (I-VT)

A growing chorus of prominent voices in Congress and elsewhere are calling for the expansion of our Social Security system—people who know that Social Security will not “go broke” and does not add a penny to the national debt. Social Security Works! will amplify these voices and offer a powerful antidote to the three-decade long, billionaire-funded campaign to make us believe that this vital institution is destined to collapse. It isn’t.

From the Silent Generation to Baby Boomers, from Generation X to Millennials and Generation Z, we all have a stake in understanding the real story about Social Security. Critical to addressing the looming retirement crisis that will affect two-thirds of today’s workers, Social Security is a powerful program that can help stop the collapse of the middle class, lessen the pressure squeezing families from all directions, and help end the upward redistribution of wealth that has resulted in perilous levels of inequality.

All Americans deserve to have dignified retirement years as well as an umbrella to protect them and their families in the event of disability or premature death. Sure to be a game-changer, Social Security Works! cogently presents the issues and sets forth both an agenda and a political strategy that will benefit us all. At stake are our values and the kind of country we want for ourselves and for those that follow.

Scholars, policy advisers, and political activists who are nationally known for their work on Social Security, Nancy Altman and Eric Kingson founded the not-for-profit organization Social Security Works and co-chair the Strengthen Social Security Coalition. Altman, author of The Battle for Social Security, lives in Bethesda, Maryland; Kingson, professor of social work at Syracuse University, lives in Manlius, New York.

This book is an important shout-out to the U.S. Congress. Social Security Works! explains how and why expanding Social Security is the solution to our nation’s retirement income crisis.

—RICHARD L. TRUMKA, PRESIDENT, AFL-CIO

Social Security Works! shows why expanding Social Security is a top priority for MoveOn.org’s millions of members.

—ANNA GALLAND, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, MOVEON.ORG CIVIC ACTION

Altman and Kingson cut through the fog of calculated confusion and outright lies about Social Security.

—DAVID CAY JOHNSTON, PULITZER PRIZE-WINNING JOURNALIST AND AUTHOR

A must-read for everyone who cares about economic justice for women.

—TERRY O’NEILL, PRESIDENT OF THE NATIONAL ORGANIZATION FOR WOMEN
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The Last Gun
How Changes in the Gun Industry Are Killing Americans and What It Will Take to Stop It

TOM DIAZ

A gripping narrative that combines plenty of factual data with compelling storytelling.
—JOSHUA HORWITZ, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, COALITION TO STOP GUN VIOLENCE

Tom Diaz is one of the most insightful observers of the gun industry and the larger gun debate in America today.
—ROBERT J. SPITZER, AUTHOR OF THE POLITICS OF GUN CONTROL

Diaz knows his subject inside and out and, like the prophets of old, hurls his arguments from the mountaintop with terrible precision.
—ANDREW GUMBEL, JOURNALIST AND AUTHOR OF STEAL THIS VOTE
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(Hardcover edition: 978-1-59558-830-2)

A blistering takedown of the gun business and politics.
—THE BOSTON GLOBE

Tom Diaz’s The Last Gun was first published in hardcover shortly after the tragic Newtown massacre. Major media outlets, including the New York Times, Rolling Stone, Democracy Now!, NPR, and CNBC, rushed to contact Diaz, the widely respected gun control advocate, for his views on what Americans could do to bring an end to this epidemic of gun violence. As he told them, America is by far the most armed nation in the world, and it has the deaths to show for it: by some estimates, over 30,000 in 2013 alone. In this “readable and topical” (Bloomberg BusinessWeek) book, the former gun enthusiast and ex-member of the National Rifle Association lays out a lucid, incisive account of how we got here and what we can do to prevent future massacres.

Marshaling a range of stunning evidence and case studies, The Last Gun is essential reading for understanding how we can finally rid America’s streets, schools, and homes of gun violence—and with effective gun control measures stalled in Congress, it remains as timely as ever.

Tom Diaz is a writer, lawyer, and public speaker on the gun industry and gun control. Formerly a senior policy analyst at the Violence Policy Center, he has been featured on MSNBC, NPR, and other national media. His books include Making a Killing (The New Press). He lives in Washington, D.C.
Latino Stats
American Hispanics by the Numbers

IDELISSE MALAVÉ AND CELESTE GIORDANI

PAPERBACK ORIGINAL  AN ESSENTIAL HANDBOOK OF EYE-OPENING—AND FREQUENTLY SURPRISING—FACTS AND FIGURES ABOUT THE LIVES OF AN INCREASINGLY INFLUENTIAL POPULATION

By 2050, the Hispanic share of the U.S. population could be as high as 29 percent, up from 17 percent now.
—PEW RESEARCH CENTER

At a time when politics is seemingly ruled by ideology and emotion and when immigration is one of the most contentious topics, it is more important than ever to cut through the rhetoric and highlight, in numbers, the reality of the broad spectrum of Latino life in the United States. Latinos are both the largest and fastest-growing racial/ethnic group in the country, even while many continue to fight for their status as Americans.

Respected movement builder and former leader of the Tides Foundation Idelisse Malavé and her daughter, Celeste Giordani—a communications strategist for the Social Transformation Project—distill the profusion of data, identifying the most telling and engaging facts to assemble a portrait of contemporary Latino life with glimpses of the past and future. From politics and the economy to popular culture, the arts, and ideas about race, gender, and family, Latino Stats both catalogs the inequities that plague Latino communities and documents Latinos’ growing power and influence on American life.

An essential tool for advocates, educators, and policy makers, Latino Stats will be a go-to guidebook for anyone wanting to raise their awareness and increase their understanding of the complex state of our nation.

Idelisse Malavé is an organizational consultant who ran the Tides Foundation in California for eleven years and was vice president of the Ms. Foundation. She co-authored Mother Daughter Revolution. Born in Puerto Rico, she grew up and lives in New York City. Celeste Giordani is a communications strategist and blogger for the Social Transformation Project. She pens a weekly blog on the Latino experience for Radar Productions. She is a New York-born Puerto Rican living in Oakland, California.
The Age of Dignity
Caring for a Changing America

AI-JEN POO

One of Newsweek’s 150 “Fearless Women,” the activist who spearheaded New York’s successful Bill of Rights for Domestic Workers shows how we can better care for our growing elderly population and provide millions of good jobs at the same time.

Ai-jen Poo knows how to create social change from the bottom up . . . showing the humanity of a long devalued kind of work. This goes beyond organizing to transforming.
—GLORIA STEINEM IN TIME

By 2035, 11.5 million Americans will be over the age of eighty-five, more than double today’s 5 million, living longer than ever before. To enable all of us to age with dignity and security in the face of this coming Age Wave, our society must learn to value the care of our elders. The process of building a culture that supports care is a key component to restoring the American dream, and, as Ai-Jen Poo convincingly argues, will generate millions of new jobs and breath new life into our national ideals of independence, justice, and dignity.

This groundbreaking new book from the director of the National Domestic Workers Alliance offers bold solutions, such as long-term care insurance and cultural change to get all of us to value care, which is already at the heart of a movement transforming what it means to grow old in the United States. At the intersection of our aging population, the fraying safety net, and opportunities for women and immigrants in the workforce, The Age of Dignity maps an integrated set of solutions to address America’s new demographic and economic realities.

Ai-jen Poo is the director of the National Domestic Workers Alliance (NDWA) and a co-director of the Caring Across Generations Campaign. In 2000, she co-founded Domestic Workers United. She lives in New York.

Ai-Jen Poo’s numerous accolades include:

• One of Time’s 100 Most Influential People in the World
• Ms. Foundation Woman of Vision Award
• Independent Sector American Express NGen Leadership Award
• One of Newsweek’s 150 Fearless Women
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Chasing Gideon
The Elusive Quest for Poor People’s Justice

KAREN HOUPPERT

NOW IN PAPERBACK
ONE OF THE NIEMAN REPORT’S TOP TEN BOOKS OF INVESTIGATIVE JOURNALISM OF 2013, A GROUNDBREAKING LOOK INSIDE THE NATION’S CRISIS OF INDIGENT DEFENSE

Houppert’s narratives of crimes, investigations, and court proceedings are careful and engrossing, and she has an excellent command of the relevant data, which she intersperses among interviews and case histories to great effect.

—LOS ANGELES REVIEW OF BOOKS

Highly recommended. Fluent and fluid, Houppert’s book has all the urgency this subject demands and is a page-turner. Alternately thrilling and gut-riling, this book will grab and hold lovers of great nonfiction.

—LIBRARY JOURNAL

A well-researched and -written investigation that shows the inadequacies in stark human terms rather than an abstraction.

—KIRKUS REVIEWS
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Chasing Gideon is a wonderful book, its human stories gripping, its insight into how our law is made profound.

—ANTHONY LEWIS, AUTHOR OF GIDEON’S TRUMPET

First published to mark the fifty-year anniversary of the Supreme Court decision Gideon v. Wainwright, which guaranteed the right to legal counsel for all criminal defendants, Chasing Gideon is “a hugely important book” (New York Law Journal) that gives us a visceral, unforgettable experience of our systemic failure to fulfill this basic constitutional right. Written in the tradition of Gideon’s Trumpet, by the late Anthony Lewis, this is “a book of nightmares,” as Leonard Pitts wrote in the Miami Herald, because it shows that the “justice system’ too often produces the opposite of what its name suggests, particularly for its most vulnerable constituents.”

Following its publication, Chasing Gideon, which ACLU director Anthony Romero said “illustrates the scope and seriousness of the indigent defense crisis,” became an integral part of a growing national conversation about how to reform indigent defense in America, coordinated with an HBO documentary and a website to promote the book and the movie (www.gideonat50.org). The effort spread news about Chasing Gideon directly to public defenders offices nationwide and drove a national conversation about what Eric Holder in the Washington Post called the “shameful state of affairs” of indigent defense.

Karen Houppert has written for the Washington Post Magazine, The Nation, Newsday, the New York Times, Mother Jones, the Village Voice, Salon, and many other publications. She is the author of Home Fires Burning: Married to the Military—for Better or Worse and The Cure: Confronting the Last Unmentionable Taboo—Menstruation. She lives in Baltimore, Maryland, where she teaches at Johns Hopkins University and at Morgan State University.
Madison’s Music
On Reading the First Amendment

BURT NEUBORNE

Are you sitting down? It turns out that everything you learned about the First Amendment is wrong. For too long, we’ve been treating small, isolated snippets of the text as infallible gospel without looking at the masterpiece of the whole. Legal luminary Burt Neuborne argues that the structure of the First Amendment as well as of the entire Bill of Rights was more intentional than most people realize, beginning with the internal freedom of conscience and working outward to freedom of expression and finally freedom of public association. This design, Neuborne argues, was not to protect discrete individual rights—such as the rights of corporations to spend unlimited amounts of money to influence elections—but to guarantee that the process of democracy continues without disenfranchisement, oppression, or injustice.

Neuborne, who was the legal director of the ACLU and has argued numerous cases before the Supreme Court, invites us to hear the “music” within the form and content of Madison’s carefully formulated text. When we hear Madison’s music, a democratic ideal flowers in front of us, and we can see that the First Amendment gives us the tools to fight for campaign finance reform, the right to vote, equal rights in the military, the right to be full citizens, and the right to prevent corporations from riding roughshod over the weakest among us. Neuborne gives us an eloquent lesson in democracy that informs and inspires.

Burt Neuborne is a professor of civil liberties and the founding legal director of the Brennan Center for Justice at NYU Law School. He has served as national legal director of the ACLU, special counsel to the NOW Legal Defense and Education Fund, and as a member of the New York City Human Rights Commission. He has written three scholarly books and has contributed to The Nation. He lives in New York.
The long-term risk to underground sources of drinking water is perhaps the most alarming impact of all.

—FROM FRACKOPOLY

A new and controversial energy extraction method known as hydraulic fracturing, or fracking, has rocketed to the forefront of U.S. energy production. With fracking, millions of gallons of water, dangerous chemicals, and sand are injected under high pressure deep into the earth, fracturing hard rock to release oil and gas.

In Frackopoly, Wenonah Hauter, one of the nation’s leading clean-water advocates, argues that the rush to fracking is dangerous to the environment and treacherous to human health. This is the first book to describe how the fracking industry began, the technologies that make it possible, the destruction and poisoning of clean water sources, and the release of harmful radiation from deep inside shale deposits.

Hauter travels the country, interviewing leading experts, activists, and scholars, and reveals not only overwhelming evidence of the harm that fracking causes but also a major groundswell of opposition to the practice in every state and from many different political quarters. Frackopoly also examines the powerful interests, including leading environmental groups, that have supported fracking and offers a thorough debunking of its supposed economic benefits.

With a wealth of new data, Frackopoly is essential and riveting reading for anyone interested in protecting the environment and ensuring a healthy and sustainable future for all Americans.

Wenonah Hauter is the executive director of Food & Water Watch, a D.C.-based watchdog organization focused on corporate and government accountability relating to food, water, and fishing. She has worked and written extensively on food, water, energy, and environmental issues at the national, state, and local levels. She owns a working farm in The Plains, Virginia.

Praise for Wenonah Hauter’s Foodopoly:

Foodopoly is politically brave—not just naming names in the agri-industrial complex, but pushing us to think more deeply about the politics and economics that dictate our diets beyond our own roles as shoppers and eaters.

—SAN FRANCISCO CHRONICLE

A meticulously researched tour de force.

—PUBLISHERS WEEKLY
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The New Press mourns the loss of Pete Seeger (1919–2014). His profound understanding of the role that music and the arts can play in social movements brought people together, provided hope, and challenged us to see the humanity in others. The New Press was honored to present Pete Seeger—along with Harry Belafonte—with a 2013 New Press Social Justice Award.
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